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Calendar
October

16 SEFSD Meeting
19 & 20 SEFSD Fall Fun Fest

November
17 Pylon Racing
20 SEFSD Meeting
24 Otay Lakes Float Fly

December - No Meeting
8 SEFSD Christmas Dinner
15 Pylon Racing

October Meeting
Agenda

Fall Fun Fest
Christmas Dinner
Officer Nominations
SOF Committee

Show & Tell
Doug Nichols & Seniorita
Brian Buaas & S-400 Pylon Racer

Entertainment
Video of Mile Square Fun Fly

Raffle Prizes
Ace Tigerkitten
2 F5B/D T-Shirts

PEAK
CHARGE

Dedicated to the promotion of electric propulsion in all types of aeromodeling.



Silent Electric Flyers of San Diego Peak Charge

Mission Statement
The objective of the Silent Electric Flyers of San Diego is to promote and further the
technology of electric powered R/C aeromodeling: encourage competition in Pylon Rac-
ing, FAI-F5B, Scale, Old Timer, and Pattern Electric categories by hosting major Indus-
try sponsored events and sanctioning “Fun-Fly” types of contests; provide forums for the
exchange of technical information, instruction and experience; and participate in demon-
strations of electric propulsion in area wide model aviation events.

Silent Electric Flyers of
San Diego

Club Information

Web Site:  http://sefsd.org/

1996 Officers:
President Wayne Walker

284-6119 Apollowayn@aol.com
Vice President Steve B. (acting)

693-3739 Let1Fly@aol.com
Secretary

TBD
Treasurer Chuck Grim

274-7322 Rcelectfly@aol.com
Editor Steve Belknap

693-3739 Let1Fly@aol.com
Safety Steve Neu

284-0816 SNEU@aol.com

SEFSD Mentors
These individuals want to help you
(current or potential members) with
your electric-flying questions:

Steve Belknap 693-3739
Wayne Walker 284-6119
Jim Baron 278-8099
Harold Reed 273-6023
Fred Harris 223-3043
Phil Moore (909) 696-1975
Roger Jaffe 463-4453

Monthly Meeting
Held on the third Wednesday of each
month (no meeting in December) at
7:00 PM. Meeting room is at the North
Park Shuffleboard Club, 2719 Howard
Ave., San Diego, CA 92104.

Flying Site
Located one half mile East of Sea
World on Sea World Drive.

Membership or Subscription:
Ten dollars per year. Contact Chuck
Grim, 1319 Reed Ave., San Diego, CA
92109, (619) 274-7322.
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Congratulations to those that went up to Fountain Valley for the Southern California
Electric Fun Fly at Mile Square Park. We really showed off our stuff and had a great

time!  Our own Steve Belknap took first place in Speed 400 pylon and Steve Neu took
first in the unlimited class.  A very fun day of Electric flying and watching the new Speed
400 Cargo contest.  The Scale examples were just  outstanding and hard to believe in the
amount of realism that they have achieved in less than 1/4 scale.

The sad note is that because the
clubs that use the field have not con-
tinuously worked on maintaining their
franchise with the city and the Parks
Department they now face a hard up-
hill battle to continue using that area
of the park for model flying activity.  I
wish them the best of luck and hope
everyone supports their efforts to turn
around the city’s plan for more golf
courses on that site next April.  Of
course we should learn from this, and
the next time someone suggests a way
to maintain or improve our image or standing with the City of San Diego and the Parks
and Recreation Department don’t hesitate to volunteer your time and effort because we
don’t want to come to the day that our field will become a useless parking lot or land-
scaped area just because we never stood up for our rights!

Right now our permit is ready for signing and will be good until December 1997.  The
not so good news is that the current South Shores Master Plan calls for our area to be-
come overflow parking lots for Fiesta Island and other activities such as the proposed
Amphitheater just to the East of where we are now.  According to Mike Behan of the
Park and Recreation Department only city council action can change the master plan at
this point.  Although we have several years before anything happens, if we do nothing we
will  eventually become, “Paved Over Paradise and Made Into a Parking Lot”.  Now is
the time for action in order to not lose what we have, and I propose that we start at this
month’s meeting with a permanent committee to SAVE OUR FIELD!  More info on the
16th!

Our End of Year and Christmas Dinner Party will be at 6pm on Sunday December
the 8th at the 94th AERO SQUADRON on Balboa Ave. the same as last year.  We
expect enough people that we must have firm reservations and dinner selections by the
November meeting in order to get a larger dining room than last year.  I will have the
menus and be taking reservations this month at the meeting and at the Electric Fall Fun
Fest on Saturday the 19th, so start making your plans for a GALA EVENING now!

The Saturday after this month’s meeting will be the Second Annual Electric Fall Fun
Fest, so get those planes ready to either fly for FUN or compete in one of the many events
or contests that Steve Belknap has organized for us.

John Raley’s son sitting patiently with his Dad’s
Multipurpose Plane and a glider that it eventually
towed up for a flight.
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Letters To The Editor
(The following letters represent the view-
points of the individuals who wrote them,
and should not be misinterpreted as those
of the club as a whole, Peak Charge, or the
editor. Letters are always appreciated.)

Regards from
Argentina

 To: Let1Fly@aol.com
Hi  Steve, we meet in the Sepulveda Ba-

sin some time ago. I’m the musician, do you
remember me? Well this message is to tell
you that I can download your newsletter and
it is really great! I’m building a Lowwatt and
flying my recently finished Falcon 550 for
now until next tour with the group. My best
regards to you ! Marciano

From:marciano@impsat1.com.ar
(marciano)

[Marciano is typical of so many model-
ers; just a super nice guy.  I met him at the
Sepulveda Fun Fly in August.  He says he
is one of only a handfull of electric flyers in
Argentina.  He gets to travel around the
continents because he is in a Latin Rock ‘n
Roll band.  I put his e-mail address in here
so that you all might send him a note if you
like. -Ed]

MINUTES of September 18, MEETING
By Bob Davenport

With 30 members attending, President Wayne Walker convened themeeting. A re
port was made that the club’s profit from sales at the two swap meets held in

recent weeks was $90. This gain to our treasury was due to generous donations of items to
sell by Jack Hawks; Armando Carrillo; Bob Kreutzer; and Russ Schuppner as well as
others who participated in the effort. THANKS.

A report on events in the Czech Republic, where the F5 FAI Team brought glory to us
all, was made by our own Steve Neu. Stories of adventures and misadventures during and
after the competition with pictures to illustrate gave us a laugh.  Steve stated that al-
though the USA team wasn’t first, they nearly were, and all-in-all, “the best team won”.
Of particular interest were the details on the new battery “pushing” methods which one
team used to improve performance. Since returning home, Steve  has confirmed by his
own testing that more total power and higher voltage can indeed be obtained afterwards
from ordinary NICAD cells if they were first subjected to the shock of a powerful shock
using 75 volts from large capacitors.

The club trainer was displayed in it’s nearly completed form.  This plane will be used
by any member as needed.  The airframe was donated by Jack Hawks; the motor by Steve
Neu; the batteries by the FAI team, and final assembly will be by Steve Belknap.

After the Show-and-Tell, when members had demonstrated their own hobby prowess,
a raffle resulted in Pat Conway winning the geared Astro 05; Doug Nichols the 7-1400
cells; and Stephane Gervais the “Steiner Journal” on Radio Control.

Finally, Bob Davenport was drafted as Secretary.
A wise man knows how little he knows, Bob Davenport, San Diego

[Thanks, Bob for accepting the Secretary job!  We really really appreciate it!! - Ed]

Officer Nominations
October is nomination month.  If there is
anyone who wishes to nominate themself
or someone else this is the time to do it.
All officer positions are open for nomina-
tion.  Voting will be held during the No-
vember meeting.  (Please be advised that
Steve Belknap does not wish to continue as
Vice President.  The duties of Editor, etc.
are more than enough for one person.
Someone must replace him in this position
or club activities next year may be im-
pacted.)

Second Annual SEFSD
Christmas Dinner at the

94th Aero Squadron
Sunday, December 8

At the October meeting we will be asking
for a show of hands of people who are in-
terested in attending this very enjoyable
evening.  Last year we all had a great time
chattin’ and chowin’.  We would really like
to have about 25 members and their spouses
this year.  The really great banquet room
has about a 50 person minimum.

Thermal Charger
The individual who bought the GM

Thermal Charger kit from Jack Hawks at
the SEFSD Swap Meet in August can now
have the instruction manual.  Give me a call
at 693-3739.

Adjusting
Astro Gearboxes

Some of you have wondered why the
gears are stripping out of your Astro gear-
boxes.  Well, Sridhar of Astro Flight Inc.
has kindly given me the proper care and
feeding of their gearboxes.  It is:

1) The gears must be greased often.
Astro recommends white lithium grease.

2) Maintain minimum backlash.
There must be some backlash but as little as
possible.  A piece of .003 inch craft paper
run through the gears makes a good setting.

3) Alignment is essential.  The gears
must align with each other 100%.  This
means there must be .030 to .040 inch be-
tween the pinion gear and the gearbox.
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The Ratio-Meter
by Steve Manganelli

Feel like getting into composite modeling, but a bit put off by the start up cost? By the time you’ve been to your local composite
materials supplier (i.e. Diversified Materials Inc.) and picked up a gallon of epoxy, some tacky tape, vacuum bag material, vacuum

pump, good S-glass, carbon fiber tow, maybe even some Kevlar, you’re into your project for some serious coinage. Then go to mixup your
first batch of epoxy and find the directions say : “Mix Ratio : 100 parts resin to 33 parts hardener by weight”. What to do? Either find
a retiring drug dealer with a triple-beam balance for sale, or build the ratio-meter.

The ratio-meter is basically a teeter-totter with unequal arms, sized so that no matter how much weight is placed on one end, when
the other end balances it out, the two amounts are proportioned correctly for proper mixing. The only thing you need that probably
won’t be in your workshop is a supply of bathroom size dixiecups. These will be used as both the mixing/measuring vessels and the
mechanism for holding them to the teeter-totter in a somewhat repeatable (if not all that precise) position.  To slightly simplify a
mechanical engineering law, summing the moments about the fulcrum must equal 0. That is, the product of the length and the weight
of each leg of the teeter -totter must be equal if the tetter totter is to balance. Let’s start with equal weights and equal legs. Take a 10 inch
length of 1/8 X 1/4 hardwood. Then cut a 1 inch length of 1/4 inch hardwood dowel and file or carve a notch in it 1/4 inch wide and
about 1/16 inch deep. Make the 1/8 X 1/4 stick a tight fit in the notch, find the center of the stick and put it in the notch in the dowel
at it’s center. Now place 3 pennies at each end. She balances, right? or darn close to it. Now move one of the pennies from one stack to
the other yeilding 4 and 2, then reset the fulcrum so that the two stacks once again balance. Measure the length of each fulcurm : the
fulcrum associated with the short stack should be approximately twice the length as that with the long stack. We can make the rather
mundane statement that 4 pennies is almost exactly twice as heavy as two because of the ratio of the length of the fulcrums.  I say almost,
as I will account and correct for the error later.  Leaving the fulcrum in the same place, replace the 2 pennies with sufficient paperclips
so the stack once again balances. Can we now say that the pennies are exactly twice as heavy as the paper clips or that the ratio of the
weight of the pennies to the weight of the paper clips is 2 : 1. Notice we never said anything about the absolute weight of either pennies
or paper clips, yet are able to say something about the ratio of their weights which is all we really need to know!

To actually make your ratio-meter, cut 2 dixiecups off at about 3/4 inch from the bottom. Using a glue suitable for paper, bond one
cutoff dixiecup to each end of the 1/8 X 1/4 stick. Measure from center of dixiecup to center of dixiecup, call this dimension “L”. Next,
convert the ratio of your epoxy by dividing the larger fraction into the smaller which we will call “R”. For instance, 100 parts to 33 parts
becomes 3.03 : 1 or just 3.03. Let’s define the lengths of each arm as “A” and “B”. So we want the ratio of A to B to be equal to our mix
ratio or R. We also want the sum of A and B length to be “L” as we already glued on the cups with “L” spacing. A little bit of algebra later,
we derive A to be L/(R+1). Calculate this dimension for your mix-ratio and Length L, and measure and glue the fulcrum in place a
distance A from one end (B will naturally take care of itself ).  On the bottom of the cup with the long arm, print an “H” for hardener,
and an “R” for resin in the bottom of the short arm cup. We’re almost done, but not quite.

This is where the error correction mentioned above comes in to play. You’ll notice the ratio-meter rests stubbornly and resolutely
with the hardener cup down. Presumabely you can put resin in the resin cup until it balances with no hardener whatsoever! Intuition will
tell you that this will never catalyze. Where did we go wrong? In balancing the moments created by the epoxy we failed to take into
account the weight and moment of the cup pieces and the stick. These create uneven forces on the fulcrum which need to be balanced
with weight on the short arm. First place a whole, empty cup in each marked, cutoff cup. Then, place lead in the short arm cup until the
ratiometer balances. Glue this piece of lead to the bottom of that cup. Verify the ratiometer balances with an empty cup in each stub-
cup.

To use the ratiometer, put an empty cup into each stub-cup, pour the desired amount of epoxy resin into the resin cup, pour hardener
into the hardener cup until the rationmeter balances. Finally pour and scrape the contents of one cup into the other and mix. Pretty easy,
huh? Just be sure to stick with the same epoxy and the same brand of cups to make sure the ratiometer stays “calibrated”.

A B
L

Wa Wb

Wa/Wb = R = Mix Ratio

A = L/(R+1)
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Addition of Electric Power turns a Dave’s Aircraft
kit into a fast and fun aerobatic fighter.

By Steve Belknap
Photos by Steve Belknap and Roger Jaffe

Converting a plane to electric power can be very rewarding, especially if that plane
is already a proven performer. Not only do you get all the satisfying characteris-

tics of the original but now you have a quiet and clean ship that is guaranteed to turn
heads and generate interest. So when Phil Bernhardt, editor of Model Builder, asked
the Silent Electric Flyers of San Diego to convert a Dave’s Aircraft P-51D PSS Slope
Glider to electric, we jumped at the chance. (Especially since Phil was supplying the
kit and the power system.) We took this on as a club project and members Fred Harris
built the fuselage, Dominick DeVita built the wing, Bill Everitt did the scale Monokote
job, and I designed the conversion and installed the equipment. This article will deal
with the conversion process, not the initial building. Refer to the July ’96 issue of
Model Builder for a good construction article on one of Dave’s other models.

Airframe Conversion
When converting an airframe, the original stuff needs to be moved around to accommodate the new stuff while keeping the plane

balanced at the same time. The results of a spreadsheet based weight-and-balance workup were to: 1) move the receiver to behind the
wing, 2) move the elevator servo aft about two inches, 3) since we were using a BEC (battery eliminator circuit) speed control the
receiver battery was eliminated, 4) the motor mounted in the nose, 5) the speed control went just behind and below the motor, 6) and
finally, the battery and battery tray were placed between the motor and the elevator servo and above the aileron servo and linkage. The
aileron servo was left in its original position. We had to make the assumption that the kit, built as a glider, would weigh the advertised
15 ounces. With the addition of the motor, battery & tray, speed control, and landing gear (what-the-heck) final weight was calculated
to be 23.25 ounces. But due to our talented builders, who know how to build light, final weight was only 21 ounces!

With electrics you want to keep the receiver away from the motor, speed control, and the batteries in that order of priority. Those
items, in general, can radiate electrical noise that can cause interference. That is the
reason the motor, speed control, and battery are forward and the receiver is behind
the wing. The battery is in a tray under a hatch cut in the fuselage top for quick and
easy removal. The hatch was cut out of the assembled fuselage prior to covering.

One note: when doing an electric conversion, make the battery tray 25 - 50%
longer than the battery pack. This allows you to slide the pack fore or aft to adjust
the CG instead of adding nose or tail weight. The tray is 1/32 plywood with the
grain across supported by two strips of 1/4 triangle stock. Our tray is 8 inches long
and the battery is about 4 1/5 inches long. Velcro is used to hold the battery in place.

The solid balsa former, “F1” on the plans, was replaced with a 1/32 ply-1/8 balsa-
1/32 ply sandwich so the motor could attach to something firmer. Holes were drilled
into the mount for the motor and, of course, the balsa “Spinner Block” was not used.

Power and Performance
The motor, propeller, and spinner comes as one nifty package made by Graupner. It includes a tiny 6 Volt Speed 400 motor (intended

to run on 7 or 8 cells), a precision spinner and a Cam 5 X 5 propeller. This, by-the-way, is a popular combination used by Speed 400
pylon racers. The proportional speed control is a JETI Model Jes 10 and features a BEC circuit. The BEC allows the radio to run off the
motor battery thus saving a couple ounces of receiver battery weight. (Every ounce helps!). Also, it cuts off the motor at a predetermined
voltage so you will have plenty of power left for the radio for landing. The battery pack is made up of 7 Sanyo KR600AE cells in series.
The better cell for performance is the Sanyo 500AR but the KR600 AEs are great sport flying cells because they’re cheap. A note about
charging: The KR600AE cells should not be charged at more than about 1.5 Amps. They will get warm when charging so let them cool
before using. I put them in a cooling tube while charging so they are cool when charged.

For good sport/aerobatic performance, Keith Shaw recommends 50 to 60 Watts of input power per pound of aircraft. The power
input for this plane is 1.2 Volts X 7 cells X 9 Amps = 75.6 Watts. Our plane is 21 ounces = 1.3 pounds. Thus, the power-to-weight is
75.6/1.3 = 58. The predicted performance is promising.

The P-51 performing a low pass over
the runway at mile Square Park

P-51 held by Ben Jaffe
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Equipment Installation
The motor fits in the nose just as if the plane were designed for it. Holes were drilled in the front sandwich bulkhead “F1” to accept

the motor bearing boss and the mounting screws. It is always a good idea to add a few holes at this location for cooling air through the
motor.

On the somewhat debated subject of cooling, there are a few points to be made. We did not add any external vents to the fuselage for
air inlet or outlet in order to preserve the scale realism. It is a good idea to have cooling air through and around motors and across
batteries (and some brands of controllers) but not absolutely necessary. Cooled motors, batteries, and controllers might give longer life.
If no cooling is provided on-board, then there should be a cool-down period between flights. Such is the case with this P-51.

The motor wires from the controller are soldered to the motor. The battery
wires from the controller are soldered to connectors. I used the Anderson Power
Pole type of connector because they are easy to use, cheap, easy to get, and they
work great.

The individual battery cells
can be connected either by
using the solder tabs or sol-
dered directly end-to-end. I
used the latter as we have had
great success with this proce-
dure. Two rows of three cells
with the seventh across the
end makes a good assembly.
The battery wire should be at
least 16 gage fine strand. I
used Astro 13-gage wire con-

nected to Anderson Power Pole connectors.
The Hitec HS-80 aileron servo was mounted in its intended location. But in

order to put in that long battery tray I pushed the Hitec HS-80 elevator servo to the
rear up against the bulkhead at the trailing edge. Further, I insulted the receiver by
shoving it behind the same bulkhead. It all fit nicely and there’s plenty of room.

The size of the stock elevator is great for a slope plane but a bit large for a pow-
ered ship. The throw on ours had to be restricted to 1/8 inch up and 1/8 inch down.
Any more than that and all you need to do is think about pulling up and you’ve done
it. Pretty much the same for the ailerons, about 1/8 inch either direction is a good
place to start.

Balance was achieved by sliding the battery fore or aft. The bat-
tery is held in place with Velcro.

Flight
What a sweetie! It flew in the hands of Steve Neu beautifully.

His only recommendation was to decrease the elevator and aileron
travel. Initially it was set up with more than the previously sug-
gested limits. Rolls and loops seemed effortless. The speed was ex-
cellent at about 50 MPH. Flight duration was as expected at about
4 minutes plus. Although it has great handling characteristics it
really is not a beginner airplane but more suited for a moderately
experienced pilot. We all agree, the Dave’s Models P-51D makes a
great E-conversion.

Safety
A safety caution for all electric planes: Anytime the battery is

plugged-in, the plane should be treated as a “loaded gun”. Unlike IC engines, these motors can start all by themselves. Keep body parts
away from the prop arc and always point the plane away from people. Also, do not rely on a safety switch or a speed control while the
plane not in use, only connect the battery just before flying and disconnect it right afterwards.

Specifications

Wing Span 34 3/4 inches
Wing Area 181 in. sq.
Weight 21 ounces
Wing Loading 16.7 oz./sq. ft.
Radio 3 Channel

(Aileron, Elevator, Throttle)
Motor Graupner Speed 400 6V.
Propeller Graupner Cam 5 X 5
Speed ControlJETI JES 10
Battery 7 Sanyo KR600 AEs
Connectors Anderson Power Pole
Current 10 Amps
Flight time 3.6 minutes at full throttle
Conversion cost: (approximate)

P-51D kit $35.95
Motor, spinner, prop. $29.95
Battery (ea. cell) $2.85

Sean with
hatch
removed

The P-51 with its guts spilled
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A TALE OF TWO MODELS
or

SOME CONVERSIONS ARE MORE SUCCESSFUL THAN OTHERS
By Lynn Heffern

Most articles about  gas to electric conversions discuss instances where the finished plane was completely successful.  Occasionally,  however,
there is an unsuccessful conversion.  There is value in discussing the problems encountered so lessons learned may be applied to future

conversion projects.   Here we discuss two  Great Planes Super Sportsters, one is reasonably successful,  the other,  a failure.

The kit
The Great Planes Super Sportster is an old, well proven plane.  It has been made by the thousands.  The overall quality of the kit,  all components,

plans and instructions were up to Great Planes usual high standards.  As mention later in this article, the wood was a bit heavier than we like in an
electric conversion.  The wood is entirely appropriate for it’s original design purpose which is a gas plane which is frequently over powered by
pilots desiring maximum performance.

Data on Both planes
JOHN HOOD’S PLANE LYNN HEFFERN’S PLANE

Motor: Astro 25 Direct Drive Astro 25 Geared Drive
Motor weight: * 11.8 oz 13.3 oz
Motor Battery: Sanyo 1000mha 14 cells Sanyo 1700 mha 16 cells
Battery weight: 19.25 oz (calculated) 33 oz (measured)
Propeller: 9X4 APC 11X5 Zinger, wood
Propeller speed: 12,500 9,000
Plane weight: ** 4 lbs 12 oz 5 lbs 8 oz
Calculated speed: 47.3 mph 42.6 mph

John’s Comments on His Plane
John’s first motor battery was a 14 cell 1400 mAh SCR pack.  On his first flight the plane crashed.  John felt that the plane was too heavy and it

balanced a bit nose heavy.  After rebuilding the plane John tried  an 800 mha 16 cell battery pack. He had plenty of power but run time was too short.
Then he settled on a 14 cell 1000 mha pack.  This turned a 9X4 APC prop at 12,500 rpm.  With this battery pack the finished plane weight  is 4
lbs 12 oz.  Run time is 2.5 minutes. John feels that the plane is  on the edge of being too heavy.

Performance of John’s Plane
John’s final configuration fly’s well.  Plane speed is exceptably high.  The plane climbs about like it would with a good gas 25.  It will loop, roll and

perform the various rudder maneuvers.  Power can be reduced somewhat without the plane sinking.  It does still require high landing speed.  A
drawback here is that our dirt field tends to catch the 2 inch wheels on landing and remove them  from the rest of the plane.  On an oiled or paved
runway there would not be any problem.

My Conversion
 I discussed John’s power choice with another modeler more experienced in electric conversions.  He suggested a geared 25 might be a better

choice.  I ordered one and finished the plane.   Changes were minimal and the finished plane had plenty of internal room for everything.  I set it up
as a tail dragger vice the nose wheel to save weight.  The landing gear was extended 1 inch to accommodate the longer prop required by the geared
motor.  The radio, servos, motor and motor battery weighed 3.7 lbs.  Maximum listed weight for the plane is 4 lbs.  Balance, wing incidence, washout
and control throw was per supplied  instructions, exactly.  Motor incidence was zero/zero.  Observed flight characteristics did not indicate any
problems here.

 The Flight
Takeoff roll was fairly long and the plane did not climb well.   All attitude controls were normal in function and would not have required correction

for another flight.  The plane rolled and turned soothly.  However,  it required constant attention to keep it from falling out of the air.  It behaved like
a well controlled anvil.  Any reduction in power resulted in immediate loss in altitude.  Throughout the flight pitch and roll were easy to control and
required very little correction.  Over all, with the exception of weight induced problems, the plane flew well.  On the first pass at landing the glide path
appeared too high and things didn’t look promising for a smooth landing so I took it around again.  I leveled off at 20 feet and began a straight in
approach.  The plane wasn’t sinking fast enough so I tipped the nose over a bit and reduced power to about 50 percent.  Plane speed  appeared too high
(appearances are deceiving).  Glide path and sink rate wasn’t  what I wanted so I reduced power to about 25%, a fatal mistake for the plane.  At that
point the wing stalled and the nose suddenly fell straight down with no preliminary warning.  Standard attempts to recover were unsuccessful and the
plane was destroyed.

* = from Astro Flight Electric
Motor  Handbook,  Chapter 9,
3rd page.
**  = Difference in plane weight
entirely due to battery pack/
motor weight.
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Post Crash Analysis
a. The primary cause of the crash was pilot error.  I should have landed at full speed.  b. The following factors may have contributed to the poor
performance and crash:  1. Too much weight.  2. Prop size, pitch and speed.

 Comments
a.  A better pilot could have flown this plane and landed it successfully.  However, it would not have performed the common sport maneuvers easily

enough to be considered a successful conversion.  It was constantly on the verge of falling out of the air,  even in level flight and at full power.  It
required maximum speed in landing.

b. The plane controlled well  but was obviously overweight. Had it survived to fly again I would have tried a smaller prop with a steeper pitch to
increase aircraft speed while maintaining a current drain under 30 amps.   After seeing John’s plane fly I believe that  the gearbox was a bad choice for
this plane.  The direct drive with it’s higher prop speed works better.  A geared 15 with 12 cells might have been a better motor choice.

Possible Trade-Offs
Option 1:  Reduce the amp hour rating of the battery pack.
Battery Weight (16 cells) Run Time (25 amp drain)
1700 mAh SCRC 29.91 oz 4.08 minutes
1400 mAh SCR 29.35 oz 3.36 minutes
1000 mAh SCR 22 oz 2.4   minutes
With 1000 mAh batteries you can save 7.9 oz but lose nearly half your run time.
Option 2:  Reduce the number of cells.  This will reduce overall power but extend the run time.  With 1700 mAh SCRC cells,  reducing to 14 cells

lowers weight by 3.73 oz.  The trade off here is less power.  John’s direct drive plane flies well on 14 cells.
Option 3:  Use a standard, ungeared Astro 25.   It saves 1.5 oz weight.  John Hood’s plane flys well with this option.  As noted above, John used

options  1, 2 and 3.   He has a reasonably successful plane with about 2.5 minutes of power and flight time and adequate speed.  It is still, however, on
the edge of being too heavy.

Option 4:  Try an  Astro 15 and 12 cell 1700 mAh battery pack.  This will save 10.5 oz.   The question is, will the 15 size have enough power to fly
this model?

Option 5:  Build the next size larger Sportster.  This would increase the wing area by 150 sq. in. and the aircraft weight by 1 lb.   The Sportster 20
was  1.5 lbs overweight.  Adding that to the 5 lbs specified for the 40 size Sportster brings plane weight up to 6.5 lbs or 104 oz.  Wing loading on the
Sportster 20, as I configured it, was 31.77 oz/sq ft.  On the Sportster 40 it would be 27.37 oz/sq ft.  Wing loading could thus be reduced by 4.4 oz per
square foot.  This might move performance from marginal into acceptable flying characteristics while retaining the longer motor run.  Also, the larger
plane presents greater opportunities to save weight when constructing the airframe.

Summary
1.  The 20 size Sportster flys well when the  plane is within reasonable weight /power limits.  It does not tolerate overweight conditions well.
2.   It remains to be seen if a  motor, propeller and battery combination can be found which will satisfy power and weight  requirements, give a

reasonable power run and be light enough that the plane does not need to be landed at  full speed.
3.  The Direct Drive 25 motor  appears to be a better choice for the 20 size plane than the geared 25.
4.  Due to the very high landing speeds required by the heavy plane and symmetrical airfoil wing, the landing gear mounting should be beefed up

to spread the load over a larger area.

 BENT
By Steve Belknap

Always with the wild, wacky, and unusual, Phil Moore brought yet another model
that just about no one had heard of, except him.  When he was working a Cox Ind.

in Customer Service he caught wind of their Canario electric glider.  This model came
out in 1988 as an introductory electric model.  It is all molded foam.  Power is a tiny
Mabuchi can geared to the propeller.  Run time is about 5 minutes on 7 cells.  Fifteen
minute flights are common because it is such a great thermaller.  This would be a terrific
schoolyard flyer.

Doug Nichols already has a couple dozen flights on his SIG Seniorita.  A beautifully
built plane that is very light!  Weight is only 4 pounds with battery.  Powered by an Astro
25G on 14 cells.  This is Doug’s second plane since he learned how to fly a couple months
ago.

Phil Moore holding his cute little Canario



Silent Electric Flyers of San Diego Peak Charge

Classified ads:
Great Stuff !!

from Wayne Walker
(619) 284-6119

Turbo Coolers
Keep batteries cool. 12V fan, 4” tube.
Reg $29.95 Now only $23.96

Fast Eddie Kits
Sport, pylon plane for 05 $15.00

Cadcat Fuselages
Fiberglass fuses for pylon racing. For 05
on 7 cells. Wing plans included $40.00

NEU FAI
SPEED CONTROLLERS
Prices for Club Members Only.

3 Micro FAI Speed Controllers:
High rate, proportional, opto-isola-
tion, soft start, soft brake, no glitch
start-up, very light (9 grams with-
out  wires), all operate on 6-18
cells, SMT construction.
Three models available:
40 Amps max. $55.00
60 Amps max. $65.00
80 Amps max. $75.00

2 Classic FAI Speed Controllers:
High rate, proportional, opto-isola-
tion, soft start, soft brake, no glitch
start-up, light weight (25 grams
without wires), SMT constuction.
Both rated at 85+ Amps max.
Two models avai lable:
FAI-HV (8-30 cells) $75.00
FAI-LV (7-20 cells) $75.00

Contact: Steve Neu 284-0816

FOR SALE
Goldberg Electra

with everything
Fully built and flown
Airtronics Vanguard 4 radio
7 cell peak charger
2 6-cell packs

Brian Bartlett 421-8493

Southern Cal. Elec. Flyers at Mile Square
e Ballasch’s Speed 400 powered
igh Planes Lifter II

Winner of
S-400 Cargo

Steve Ciambrone’s JU-52.
Tied for third place in Scale

Tim Beegan smiling in the face of
disaster.
Not the winner of S-400 Cargo

Winner of Scale.  Preston King’s Bird Dog

Ron DePinto with Flying Aces
Stick.  Winner of Old Timer

John Raley’s
Czech. Racer
Third place

Brian Buaas’
homebuilt.
Second place

Steve Belknap’s Lawn Dart.  First place
Speed 400 Pylon.

Clay Soule’s P-47
Thunderbolt.
Second place Scale

Steve ciambrome’s Ace Tigerkitten



SEFSD c/o Steve Belknap
10223 Kaiser Place
San Diego, CA 92126

GET Electric Flight
International at:

TRAPLET Publications: 818 836 6931
$38.00/year
or
WISE OWL  Worldwide Publications:
310 375 6258, $34.00/year

Doug showing
his beautlful
Sig Seniorita


